The Karaoke Converter~
Before calling for help please go through the following connection steps.
All Karaoke Converters have been quality tested.
CONNECTION STEPS
1. Using the (Y/R/W) AV cable provided you go Out from your
DVD Player*.
– Audio and Video Out (rear of DVD Player*) = Yellow
{video}, Red and White {Stereo Audio}
2.

Into the three (Y/R/W) sockets labelled IN on the
Converter.

3. Now from the Converter OUT sockets you go back to your
TV AV (Audio Video) IN sockets (Y/R/W) .
4. Picture & Sound: TV must be set to AV (direct input) – use
your TV remote to select it
- If your TV has more than one TV AV input (i.e. AV 1, AV 2,
AV 3 etc) you must select the correct AV channel (i.e. AV 1,
AV 3 etc) if you plug into AV 3 and select AV 1 channel on
the TV it will not work. Some TV’s also have AV outputs
make sure you don’t plug into them as it will not work, it must be a AV input channel.
5. Now plug in the AC adapter in to wall socket (switch on) and into rear of Converter and switch it on, the red light will
go on which means it is ready to use. When you’re finished all you need to do is switch off the Converter, you can
leave all the AV cables connected and your DVD Player* will function as normal.
6. Now turn the volume of the microphones to full (maximum), echo down and tone can be set to about half way, on
the rear of the Converter is a music volume control which you can adjust for more or less backing music.
7. Insert microphones in microphone sockets to commence singing.
8. Sound & Volume: Now turn the volume up on your TV.
1. TV’s have generally small speakers so you will need to have the volume louder than normal so that you can hear
both the music and microphones.
2. Some TV’s have on the back of them Audio Out sockets which you may or may not be using to run the sound out
from your TV to your amplifier or sound system, this may cause problems with very low sound output meaning you
can’t hear the microphone vocals.
3. For increased volume over your TV’s small speakers we recommend that you plug the (R/W) out of the Converter
directly to your amplifier or sound system.
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The Karaoke Converter~ (Product Summary):
The Karaoke Converter~ aka (K-Box) is a simple device that gives any DVD Player* two microphones inputs (with individual
microphone volume controls) and a shared Tone, Echo and Music controls. This enables you to play on your DVD Player**
Karaoke DVDs just like you would play any other DVD.
A Karaoke DVD has on-screen lyrics (words) and in most cases a general video clip in the back ground along with the music of
the song being played. Artist vocals (cover versions) are available depending on the disc being played, true Karaoke will have
only backing vocals in the chorus line of the song and you will be required to the sing the lead vocals.
Discs which are labelled Multiplex allow the singer (you) to switch on or off the lead vocal (cover artist) so you can sing along
with the artist. This feature is also helpful for singing duets but you are by yourself, as with a Multiplex disc on selected songs
or discs you can switch between the female or male lead vocal so you can sing the opposite lead vocal completing the
Karaoke duet. To activate the Multiplex feature use your “Audio Button” on your remote control for DVDs or the
“L/R Button” for VCDs, each time you push it will cycle through the different available Multiplex audio tracks.
The Karaoke Converter~ doesn’t make your DVD Player* play other formats it couldn’t already play previously i.e. CD+G
Karaoke Discs, adding a Karaoke Converter~ will not make this happen.
For example if your DVD Player* isn’t CD+G compatible you will only hear the audio component from the disc, no on-screen
lyrics will appear. If you want to play CD+G discs you will need to purchase a dedicated Karaoke Machine/Player (see
www.khe.com.au), these machines/players play all the Karaoke formats including CD+G/MP3+G/DVD and Digital Downloads.
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This beauty will work with your Blu-Ray player, or gaming console that only supports HDMI, still operates the same as the
original Karaoke Converter – acting as a pass through device between DVD Player and Television.
Note: This unit still has the standard RCA (red, white and yellow) connections.
Connection:
1. One HDMI Cable out of your DVD player, into the Converter box (one cable provided)
2. Then another HDMI Cable out of the Converter box and into your TV.
3. Play Karaoke DVDs on the DVD player.
4. Plug in your microphones and get singing!
Having trouble hearing your voice? See Steps 6 and 8 on the first page Connection Steps.
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Conditions:
*or PlayStation® 2, 3# or 4#, X-Box®^ or X-Box® 360, these units all play normal every day DVD discs including Karaoke
DVDs. You can also play VCD Karaoke discs on a DVD Player*, which is an earlier version of the DVD.
**SingStar® microphones are not compatible with anything other than SingStar® game/music titles and don’t function when
playing any Karaoke DVDs.
~Please Note: The Karaoke Converter will NOT work with a TV/DVD Combination (all in one unit) or Home Theatre System
with inbuilt DVD Player, the DVD Player* must be a standalone unit to function correctly.
^For original X-Box® Additional add on required to play DVDs. X-Box® One is not supported as only has HDMI output.
#PlayStation® 3 or 4 (PS3/4) – This unit is a High Definition playback device (i.e. Blue Ray DVD) and you will be most likely be
using HDMI or Component Cable to maximise your viewing experience. The Converter in order to work with a PS3/4 will
require you to use the standard AV Multi Out socket in order to work. This socket uses the standard RCA Video connections
Yellow {Video}, Red and White {Stereo Audio} connections the same which the Converter uses. You may need to purchase
the AV Multi Out cable (from a PS3/4 console retailer).
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